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**Reviewer’s report:**

The authors have been fairly responsive to the critiques and the paper has been improved in the latest version. They provide a reasonable justification for focusing on the task of classifying cancer types, given the data available to them. They likewise provide a reasonable defense based on prior literature for the use of the chosen wrapper method for feature selection, although I do maintain that a comparison to alternatives on this dataset would be beneficial. They provide updated results from random forests in comparison to support vector machines. They provide some response to the question of how isomiR classification results compare to those from other data such as mRNA expression, although I again think the paper would be improved by actually applying the same classification algorithm to the corresponding TCGA mRNA expression data and comparing results. They clarify a number of prior points of confusion, showing that they have reasonably handled some methodological issues for which that was previously unclear, and have added a requested flowchart. The clarification suggests that they handled the term enrichment analysis reasonably, even if the end results are not greatly enlightening. Given all of this, I believe the paper is clear and technically sound even if the analysis could be taken further in some respects.

I have no new substantive points to raise, although there are a number of minor text errors in need of correction. The paper would benefit from a thorough proofreading, but I noted the following specific errors:

p. 2: ``and the cell-cell adhesion'' should be ``and cell-cell adhesion''

p. 3: ``integrate the comprehensive'' should be ``integrate comprehensive''

p. 3: ``good at deal with data'' should be ``good at dealing with data''

p. 3: ``which contained'' should be ``which contain''

p. 4: ``by combined the machine learning algorithm'' should be perhaps ``the combined machine learning algorithm''

p. 4: ``Besides the machine learning algorithms, such as SVM, SR, SRC, RF, KNN, has'' should perhaps be ``Beside the machine learning algorithms --- such as SVM, SR, SRC, RF, and KNN -- have''. Also, each acronym should be spelled out the first time it is used (e.g., support vector machine (SVM))
p. 4: ``GA is based on Charles Darwin's theory of natural evolution'' would read better as ``GA is based on Darwin's theory of natural selection''

p. 4: "evolution, the GA has proven" should be "evolution. GA has proven"

p. 4: "GA are frequently" should be either "GA is frequently" or "GAs are frequently"

p. 4: "Furthermore, the 5' isomiR may" should be "Furthermore, 5' isomiRs may"

p. 4: "with their canonical miRNA" should be "with their canonical miRNAs"

p. 5: "will be left only one" should be "will be left with only one"

p. 5: "300 generations GA" should be "300 generations of GA"

p. 5: "each of which comprised of 50" should be "each of which is comprised of 50"

p. 5: "the average sensitivity were" should be "the average sensitivities were"

p. 8: "samples from some cancer that" should be "samples from some cancers that"

p. 8: "It is note that" should be "It is noted that"

p. 8: "whether the detected isomiRs are the tissue-specific miRNA" should be "whether the detected isomiRs correspond to the tissue-specific miRNA"

p. 9: "are also list in" should be "are also listed in"

p. 11: "300 "generation" of GA/RF" should be "300 "generations" of GA/RF"

Figure 1: I am unclear what is meant by "digible"

Figure 1: "Combing" should be "Combining"

Figure 1: "Chromosome :50" should be "Chromosome: 50" and would look better in the same font size as the text below it

Figure 1: "Functional enrichment Analysis" should be "Functional enrichment analysis" to be consistent with other capitalization in the figure
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